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In China, the decision-making process within the car purchase and usage customer journey is a combination of digital 
and non-digital elements. While initial awareness and contact are often created through word-of-mouth or offline infor-
mation, the targeted search and information-gathering are typically accomplished through portals such as autohome.

Not only can information and first-hand accounts of vehicles be found on autohome, additional information on vehicle 
pricing and discounts, and on availability at 4S dealers, can also be found there (actually, this is only a glimpse of what 
autohome offers, but we don’t want to dig too deep into autohome itself but rather showcase a few popular features). 
Yet the whole system is still passive and highly reactive, where autohome and 4S dealers wait to be approached by the 
customer – something that doesn’t happen effectively in times of market cooling.

In January this year, news of large auto investor groups breaking their allegiance with autohome made headlines in China. 
Facing a weakening market, the investor groups blamed autohome’s high fees and low quality of leads as the main rea-
sons for breaking up the relationship.
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DIGITALIZATION OF 4S DEALERSHIPS 

ENABLING PERSONALIZED AND 
TARGETED CUSTOMER APPROACHES
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This news stirred up numerous reactions and the general consensus was that investor groups are losing more than 
autohome, since they are losing access to customers: Autohome is traditionally the primary entry point into the car 
purchase customer journey.

We at Berylls do not agree. On the contrary, it’s the large investor groups that still have power in their hands, thanks to 
their sheer size and the high number of customers they already have. They are in the driving seat to utilize these data, 
whereas autohome is only acting passively, reactively, waiting for customers to begin the customer journey. The 4S dea-
lers have customer data at their disposal – data that can be used for a targeted, proactive approach.

With that said, just as with OEMs, it’s clear that the primary goal of investor groups is to bring customers into their res-
pective 4S dealerships, which constitute their ecosystem, and ensuring the customers stay there (no matter which brand 
of vehicle the customer buys, in the case of multi-brand investor groups). The first is achieved through sales, while the 
latter is achieved primarily through aftersales.

In some cases, investor groups are already starting to deploy their own digital products, for example Yongda, which has 
its own platform for used cars. The rationale is quite simple: 4S dealers have all the resources in their hands (namely the 
cars) and can provide total fulfillment, making their digital products more useful. The involvement of autohome actually 
constitutes a break in the system landscape and customer journey, as autohome is primarily an information platform 
with no involvement in fulfillment.

The high degree of digitalization of Chinese customer journeys provides a strong basis for investor groups, as it allows 
them to provide a plethora of services: Besides actively approaching customers, as the vehicle specialist, they can provi-
de extensive information and ensure fulfillment along the entire customer journey, from test drive to purchase to after-
sales customer care. This can only be achieved by embedding customer front-end digital products into the 4S dealer 
system landscape. 

However, in order for investor groups to do so successfully, the customer approach must be highly personalized and 
targeted. The customer must be fully transparent. And here comes the good news: Investor groups already have all the 
customer data they need. 

Despite this, the current customer approach, whether in sales or aftersales, is mostly done in a scattergun or ‘fishnet’ 
way: A ‘fishnet’ is spread over the customer base and everyone is targeted through sales and aftersales. Take for instan-
ce marketing campaigns that are delivered to the entire customer base, without considering the preferences and beha-
vior of individual customers.

Segmentation and clustering are essential as the ‘fishnet’ approach means wasted resources and de-sensitization of 
customers. Imagine a customer who is bombarded with advertisements day and night by the retailer. Soon, the custo-
mer will simply ignore the next advertisement. That’s why a targeted customer approach is vital.

At Berylls, we have identified three key areas where digital processes are effective at bringing customers into the inves-
tor’s 4S dealership ecosystem and keeping them there, to allow full O2O integration.
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As investor groups typically have a large number of brands in their portfolios, they can help customers to con-
duct general (which brand am I looking for?) and targeted (which model and trim am I looking for?) searches, 
enabling them to find the right brand and the right model through digital means. This is of special interest in 
China, where most customers are first-time buyers and much younger than typical premium customers in Eu-
rope or the US. Also, Chinese customers are not fully familiar with all brands and they tend to gather their pri-
mary information through (internet) word-of-mouth. Furthermore, Chinese customers’ brand loyalty is low, 
and the differences between various brands are not well understood. Multi-brand investor groups are ideally 
placed to support the customer in identifying the right model for him-/herself, one which fulfills the customer’s 
needs and fits his/her character.

While the traditional search process is a passive act for 4S dealers – they wait for customers to approach them 
with certain stated interests, and then react with suitable models and respective trim in the hope of upselling 
– a multi-brand configurator provided by multi-brand dealership groups can actively suggest models to the 
customer based on his/her preferences in a gamified way. If this is not the customer’s first car, his/her previous 
brand/model preferences can act as further input.

GENERAL & TARGETED 
SEARCH

At the same time, this is also a better way for getting to know (further potential) customers for improved after-
sales targeting and treatment.

This groundbreaking improvement requires a drastically improved stock management as the investor needs to 
ensure that the appropriate customer vehicle is close to those customers who want them. Therefore, big data 
and AI based analysis are necessary to understand the optimal customer vehicle configuration requirements 
and thus distribute the stock intelligently.

VEHICLE BRAND, MODEL 
AND TRIM

CUSTOMER CHARACTERISTICS & 
PREFERENCES 

AI
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Having identified the right brand, model and trim, an appropriate commercial offer can be put to the customer, 
integrating insurance, financial services and trade-in, from the nearest 4S dealership within the investor group, 
taking into account current discounts and stock levels.

This puts the dealer into an active role, making them a fully fledged one-stop-shop that fulfills the entire vehic-
le purchase process, and all achieved digitally.

This is currently not possible through autohome, as autohome and similar websites are dormant, waiting to be 
approached by the customer and acting as middlemen with no access to the dealer’s internal systems. 

COMMERCIAL 
OFFER

THE ENTIRE SALES PROCESS 
IN THE PALM OF THE HAND!

Model & trim, color option
MSRP & discount level
Trade-in options

Financial services offerings
Insurance offerings
Aftersales bundle offerings

Vehicle availability & location of 45 dealer
Test drive availability
Desposit to 45 dealer
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To become truly customer-centric, aftersales needs also to be fully digitally integrated into the dealer group’s 
offering, as part of its own platform for services, communication, lost customer re-activation, etc.

This allows customers to book services, follow up the current status of repair/maintenance, get live-feed on 
performed work, request quotes, sign off and conduct payment, book additional services (e.g. courtesy car), 
communicate with aftersales personnel and even participate in questionnaires (e.g. CSI).

From a 4S dealer’s perspective, the focus is above all on customer reminders and lost customer activation. By 
identifying the right customer groups through the investor group’s DMS/CRM data, customer group-specific 
and even personalized and fully individual aftersales offerings can be created and proactively communicated 
to the customer. For instance, lost customers can be segmented based on information such as owned vehicle, 
vehicle age, previous aftersales activities (e.g. visit frequency, average spending and services provided) and 
demographic data, to create an individual offering targeted specifically at an individual lost customer. In exac-
tly the same way, campaigns can be developed to proactively push towards a given customer segment. 

AFTERSALES 
INTEGRATION

THE ENTIRE AFTERSALES SYSTEM DESIGNED FOR 
INCREASE OF RETENTION AND MAXIMUM MONETIZATION!

Reminder of service dates
Personalized service offerings
Push of news and updates

Booking of service
Selection of additional services

Communication with aftersales service advisor
Satus of vehicle service/maintenance

Payment

Realization through 
App and WeChat 

mini program

Embedded within 
DMS/CRM system
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By combining these three areas, dealership groups will be able to fully exploit their customer-centric and digi-
talization potential, making them independent from middlemen such as autohome. The digitalization of 4S 
dealership groups’ customer-facing interactions allows them to bypass these middlemen and approach custo-
mers directly, without spending heavily on lead generation.

At Berylls, we have created a demonstrator of a fully fledged solution for investor groups that includes search, 
commercial offering and aftersales. Our white-label solution can easily be adapted to the specific needs of any 
investor group. Our solution will be available in web browser form as well as via the WeChat miniprogram cle-
arly targeting Chinese customers. It is fully modular, and can be used in its entirety or as building modules.

From our perspective, the most immediate and profitable action for dealership groups lies in lost customer 
activation. This can be done particularly easily and within a short timeframe in the aftersales area. By providing 
lost customers with personalized offerings, between 10% and 20% of further aftersales revenue can be gene-
rated through lost customer activation alone. 

CONCLUSION

REVENUE INCREASE OF 10-20% 
THROUGH BERYLLS SOLUTION
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Berylls Strategy Advisors is an award-winning top-management 
consultancy that blends digital expertise, an exclusive automotive 
focus and a network of over 40 cooperation partners and senior 
advisers. Our clients are national and international companies in the 
automotive industry – vehicle manufacturers, suppliers, engineering 
service providers, mobility providers and investors. As navigators 
through the ongoing digital, technological and mobility shifts, we 
lead clients safely and creatively through volatile times.
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